We prove several growth theorems for solutions of certain nonlinear second-order difference equations.
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Stevo Stevid [2] (a) c n >0,n>0and£*, l/c,_, = oo; (b) \g(n, u, v)\ < g n , where g n is a real sequence such that £ " , g n < oo; (c) d n is a real sequence such that JZ, + " \d s | XV_ 2 l/c,-_i < oo; (d) / is a real function such that \f (n, u, v)\ < L\u\, u, v e (R, n e Mfor some L > 0.
Thenx n = ^(YH=2 V c <-i) as n -*• +oo.
We want to say that the following, slightly different, equation
A(c n A.x n ) = d,J(n,x n , Ax n ) + g{n,x n , Ax n )
is considered in [1] . However, it is easy to see that under the same conditions as in Theorem A the same asymptotic formula holds (see also the proof of Lemma 2.4). Theorems 3.1, 3.5 and 3.6 generalise and extend Theorem A in many directions. In Section 2 we quote three auxiliary results which we apply in the third section. In Section 3 we study the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the second-order nonlinear difference equation (1.1).
Auxiliary results
In order to investigate the growth of the solution x n , we first need two auxiliary results which are discrete variants of Bellman-Gronwall's lemma. Applications and further generalisations of this lemma can be found, for example, in [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
LEMMA 2.1 ([6, page 112]). Ifx n , b n , c n > 0 and n -l x n < a n + b n then x n < a n + b n ^ a , c , e
From Lemma 2.1 and the inequality I + x < e", for x > 0, it is easy to get the following corollary. Growth estimates for solutions of nonlinear second-order difference equations 441
The following lemma is a special case of [ 
The next result can be considered as the main technical part of this paper. Then the following inequalities hold:
PROOF. Let y n = c n {x n+ \ -x n ). Then from (1.1) we have 
The main results
In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions of the secondorder nonlinear difference equation (1.1). [5]
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Let a n = |x,| + 1 + 1
*1 E w d M -i ) + T,U ( E £ i &)/C-i> then by Lemma 2.1,

t ? c -7Ŝ
ince a n is increasing we have
On the other hand, we have \a n \ < max{|.Xi| + 1, \yo\, 1}(1 + a n ), for n > 1, which implies |a n | < max{|*,| + 1, |yb|, 1} ( -+ 2 j a n , n > 1.
From this and (3.1) the result follows. PROOF. Let a n and a n be as in Theorem 3.1. Dividing (3.1) by a n E" =2 l/c,_i and using conditions (a) and (c) we obtain that there are positive constants C\, C 2 , C 3 and C 4 such that PROOF. Since in this case ^" = 2 ' M -i < (n -l)/6, we obtain the result by Corollary 3.3. The rest of the proof is similar to the corresponding proof of Theorem 3.5 and will be omitted. 
